
When it came to fresh food inventory, United Supermarket lacked
visibility. Production plans were written manually based on hunches,
and after food was prepared, it was difficult to track. Employees
found it hard to know which items needed to be replenished, marked
down, or simply discarded. Too many bakery items were ending up in
the garbage bin as a result. 

The United Family is a collection of 95 supermarkets in Texas and
New Mexico with over 100-year-old roots. The retailer operates
traditional and international grocery stores, take-out locations, gas
stations, and convenience stores under five banner names, including
United Supermarkets. The United Supermarkets chain is a self-
distributing company, and a wholly owned subsidiary of Albertsons
Companies. 

Adjusting production plans to match real demand and tracking inventory
closely saw United Supermarkets bakery shrink cut by 1.5%. Now,
employees can produce exactly what the store needs when they need it,
and can rework displays or adjust pricing to further minimize waste. 

Implementing Upshop’s Inventory & Waste Management and
Production Planning solutions allows United Supermarkets to build
production plans based on actual demand. Associates see real-time
inventory counts and can seamlessly track backroom, saleable, and
work-in-progress product. 
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Now you see it, now you don’t—that was the story

in United Supermarkets’ Bakery department. 

Employees wasted labor and shrink manually

tracking fresh food inventory, making it impossible

to keep accurate count. Once a product hit the

floor, it was out of sight. Items that could have

been marked down or reused were missed

completely, and often ended up in the trash. 

The cycle of waste had to stop—but how?

With real-time insight into inventory, United

Supermarkets saves time, money, and—most

importantly—major shrink. If a product is approaching

its sell-by date, it can be reworked into prepared foods,

turned into samples, or marked down for faster sale.

Meaning significant waste is saved from the trash.

The retailer launched Upshop Production Planning to

create store-specific forecasts based on actual

demand. Upshop’s Production Planning solution

tracks and forecasts fresh food sales daily, and uses

historical insight to customize ingredient orders and

schedule prep tasks. Instead of guessing what the

store needs and when, Upshop uses data to achieve

accuracy—each and every day. 

United Supermarkets also implemented Upshop’s

Inventory & Waste Management solution in order to

see bakery inventory at every stage: in the backroom,

on a shelf, and in-progress. Finished items can be

scanned and tracked throughout their shelf life—

making sure absolutely nothing goes to waste.

Employees receive timely notifications, ensuring

dates are properly tracked.

With Upshop, United Supermarkets optimized
fresh food operations and reduced bakery
shrink by 1.5%. Inventory tracking is easy and
accurate, from anywhere in the store.

Serving customers fresh bakery items just
became easy as pie. 
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United Supermarkets approached the shrink challenge

from two fronts: production planning and inventory

management.
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